
Human Trafficking & Safety Response Task Force
Industry sector: Social Services

Introduction

The goal of the Human Trafficking Ecosystem Working Group is to effect the transformation of global human trafficking response. Our first task is the 
drafting of a white paper on how can ToIP principals and governance be used to enhance the prevention of human trafficking in such areas as recruitment 
of victims, domestic abuse, child abuse, sexual assault.  

Develop and make available a set of documents which include (but are not limited to) a governance framework (a "GF") for verifiable digital credentials 
related to human trafficking and individual safety response.
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Objectives - Exploration - Human Trafficking & Safety Response Whitepaper

develop and make available a set of documents which include (but are not limited to) a governance framework (a "GF") for verifiable digital 
credentials related to human trafficking and individual safety response
use the CCI White Paper draft as a template
how can ToIP tools and governance best serve victim advocacy and domestic violence groups?
how can ToIP principals and governance be used to enhance the prevention of human trafficking in such areas as recruitment of victims, 
domestic abuse, child abuse, sexual assault?
how can credentials be applied, who benefits?
what is the current state of global human trafficking data collection, storage and unification?
can data become the new witness/evidence for prosecutors reducing the revictimization of victims?
can we use data to assist investigators in case prioritization? 
what does financial inclusion for for survivors look like?
how can we use data to create ROI measurements to attract investment to address these issues?
how can guardianship ID be applied to this issue? (Survivor advocacy is an  relationship.) "at will"
how are civil liberties addressed? 
what events and data has standing in court?
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STANFORD UNIVERSITY HUMAN TRAFFICKING DATA LAB 

https://www.stanforddaily.com/2021/02/15/experts-say-data-driven-solutions-are-needed-to-combat-human-trafficking/

https://kingcenter.stanford.edu/research/initiatives/stanford-human-trafficking-data-lab

BOOKS: 

Responding to Human Trafficking - Author: Alicia W. Peters Univ. of Pennsylvania 

https://www.upenn.edu/pennpress/book/toc/15434_toc.html
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